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ABSTRACT 
Presented is a review of existing methods for creating  
physically-based character animation. We argue that creating 
dynamic variation to defined motions is the main benefit of these 
methods. Additionally, our proposed research in the area of 
dynamic stylization of the character animation based on physical 
methods is included here. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object 
Modeling –Physically based modeling; I.3.7 [Computer 
Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism  
–Animation; I.6.8 [Computer Graphics]: Types of Simulation  
–Animation.  
General Terms 
Algorithms and Theory. 
Keywords 
Character animation, physically-based animation, motion control. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of physically-based simulation can be viewed as a 
powerful tool for animation. The complex motion and interaction 
of simulated objects can be produced automatically, creating 
animations which may be too difficult or time consuming to 
produce manually.  
Physically-based character animation presents several potential 
benefits for real-time systems such as video games. Ragdoll 
animation (see Lih-hern et al. [15] for discussion) demonstrates 
the possibilities of automatically creating dynamic animations 
(primarily falling) for a passive character model. By adding 
actuators which apply internal forces to the simulated model, a 
range of human motions can be produced. Because a description 
of the desired motion is required, these animations can no longer 
be considered automatic. As a result we argue that dynamic 
variation of the original animation is the main benefit of these 
physically-based methods. These variations are the result of the 
model reacting to external forces and the context of the 
environment.  
This paper is intended to provide a review of existing methods in 
this area and present the direction and area of our research, the 
remainder of which is organized as follows: in section 2 we 
present a review of existing methods. Section 3 includes a 
discussion of these methods and their application to real-time 
systems. Section 4 describes the areas and the direction of our 
research. 
2.  BACKGROUND 
2.1 The Dynamics Model 
A simplified dynamics representation of the human body, based 
on a rigid linked model, is used to simulate the motion and 
interaction (collisions) of the character. Armstrong & Green [2] is 
the earliest example we know of that uses this representation for 
human character animation. The human body segments are 
represented by rigid bodies whose physical properties are based 
on measured values [9]. These segments are connected by joints 
which limit the movement to between one and three angular 
degrees of freedom. This model can be used as the skeletal basis, 
in methods such as matrix skinning [14], to drive the movement 
of the complex visual geometry.   
Physically-based animation of the model requires the addition of 
actuators or motors. Torque-based proportional derivative servos 
(see Weinstein et al. [29] for discussion) have been used by many. 
By controlling and coordinating the behaviour of these motors a 
large range of complex human motions can be produced.  
2.2 Constraint Optimization Methods 
The space-time constraints method developed by Witkin & Kass 
[30] treated physically-based animation as a trajectory or 
constraints optimization problem. This method requires a 
description of the motion objectives, the model and its actuators, 
and any environment constraints. A search is conducted to find a 
valid trajectory which achieves the motion objectives and 
minimizes constraint violation. Finer control of the resulting 
motion trajectory can be achieved by adding additional constraints 
 
in the form of optimization criteria.  The criterion of minimum 
torque was used by Lo & Metaxas [16] and Rose et al. [24]. 
Komura and colleagues [12] used a more complex criteria based 
on muscle activation levels. These optimization criteria direct the 
search to solutions which minimize energy expenditure, arguing 
that the results are more natural and realistic.  
Work in this area includes that of Cohen [3] who extended it to 
space-time windows which allowed for localization of the 
constraints and optimization criteria. Ngo & Marks [18] used a 
genetic algorithm to search for the optimal trajectory. Rose and 
colleagues [24] applied these methods to create animation 
transitions and cycles. Popovic [23] used these methods for 
editing and adapting motion captured animations. Komura and 
colleagues [13] combined these methods with a detailed 
musculoskeletal model to add physiological constraints and 
demonstrated the effects of fatigue and injury. 
2.3 Controller Methods 
Controller-based methods may be categorized into three main 
approaches: finite-state machines, artificial neural networks, and 
motion-based controllers.  
2.3.1 Finite-State Machine Controllers 
Stewart & Cremer [27] created a finite-state machine-based 
controller, which was used to animate a biped model walking and 
stair climbing. This approach has been applied to recreate a range 
of human motions. A selection of examples include: platform 
diving [31], human athletics (cycling, running & vaulting) [9], a 
virtual stuntman with a range of movements [5], and swimming 
[33].  
This finite-state machine method is a procedural or algorithmic 
approach to the control problem. A method sometimes referred to 
as behaviour controllers. The complex motion of these behaviours 
is broken down into a collection of simple motion tasks. Each 
state encapsulates a single motion task and contains either specific 
motor instructions [27] or a desired pose to achieve [5, 33]. The 
transitions between these states are triggered either by timing or 
when the model achieves the desired positional state. By 
completing a series of these simple motion tasks, complex 
motions can be achieved. These behaviour controllers may also 
accept high level parameters for further control of the motion. An 
example of which is the velocity and direction parameters used by 
Hodgins and colleagues [9], for their running controller.  
Other recent work in this area includes that of controller 
frameworks and descriptions [6, 25, 19], and that of Sok and 
colleagues [26] who developed controllers which learnt from 
motion capture animations. 
2.3.2 Artificial Neural Network Controllers 
Artificial neural networks have been developed as a method of 
controlling physically-based character models. This method can 
be viewed as an attempt to model the control methods of the 
central nervous system. Reil & Husbands [22] used a recurring 
neural network to control bipedal walking. Hase & colleagues [7] 
developed controllers for walking and running and demonstrated 
variations by modifying the underlying physical model. Ok & 
Kim [20] used evolutionary methods to develop the structure of 
their neural network and applied their controller to bipedal 
walking. 
These neural network controllers take sensory input of the current 
state of the model and provide outputs to the motors in order to 
control the movement of the model. The relationships between 
these inputs and outputs are determined by the parameters of the 
neural network. The controllers are trained by searching for viable 
parameters using machine learning methods (the examples given 
here use evolutionary methods). An accurate description or 
performance criteria is critical to this training process, as this 
provides the basis of what the controller is trying to achieve. The 
controllers are scored using a fitness function which provides a 
numerical value of the performance based on this description and 
criteria.  
Reil & Husbands [22] used criteria of distance travelled and the 
maintenance of a minimum height for the centre of mass. The 
muscle model used by Hase and colleagues [7] allowed for factors 
of energy consumption and smoothness of movement. Ok & Kim 
[20] used a two-stage approach. In the first stage the distance 
travelled, the number of steps taken, and the model’s stability 
were used. In the second stage more complex criteria based on 
energy consumption, muscle fatigue and joint stress were used to 
further develop the controllers.  
Incomplete or poorly defined criteria may result in the 
development of controllers which score highly but do not achieve 
the objectives in a desirable fashion. Additionally, the conditions 
under which the controllers are evaluated are important as 
performance under other conditions is not guaranteed. 
2.3.3 Motion-Based Controllers 
A more recently developed method is that of using existing 
animation data, either from motion capture or key framed sources, 
to drive the physically-based model. This allows for highly 
detailed animations, which may be difficult to define 
procedurally, to be combined with the benefits of physically-
based animation.  
Zordan & colleagues [36, 35] demonstrated dynamic and reactive 
upper body animations using motion capture data with inverse 
kinematic constraints. Oshita & Makinouchi [21] added comfort 
and static balance control. Komura and colleagues [11] focused 
on balancing during locomotion with external disturbing forces. 
Wrotek and colleagues [32] used a root spring for balance and 
world space torques for greater stability. Kim and colleagues [10] 
used a global root controller for controlling the balance and 
movement of the entire model.  
In order to accurately track the specified motion the motor 
controllers must calculate the required torques to be applied to the 
joints. This problem is further complicated due to the varying 
inertia moments caused by other joint motion within the model. 
Allen and colleagues [1] addressed this problem by constantly 
updating the motor parameters based on the current state of the 
model.  
An active balance control strategy must also be applied in order to 
maintain stability. Sok and colleagues [26] argue that, due to the 
dynamics simplifications used by the simulated model, simply 
tracking the recorded motion will result in instability. Strategies 
which may work well during static stance may conflict at times 
with locomotive motions; this is due to the unstable nature of 
bipedal locomotion. The method developed by da Silva and 
colleagues [4] attempts to preserve the style of the original motion 
while maintaining stability.  
Actively reacting to input from external forces, while maintaining 
the style and objectives of the original motion, presents further 
challenges.  Additionally if the model is subject to a large enough 
external force it may not be possible to react realistically in order 
to maintain stability, resulting in the model losing balance and 
falling over. It is unlikely that continuation with the original 
motion will be possible, and consequently strategies for dealing 
with these failure conditions must be included. Both Zordan and 
colleagues [34] and Tang and colleagues [28] used forward 
simulation to predict the resulting state of the model after these 
events. A library of available motion clips is then searched to find 
an appropriate transition to enable continuation with the original 
motion. Although their systems were a mix of kinematic and  
physically-based animation, these methods should be applicable 
to purely physical systems. 
3. DISCUSSION 
The question of which method is most suited to real-time 
applications and video games is one that is open for debate. We 
consider two main factors here. First the method must be dynamic 
so that the animation reacts to input from external forces and 
constraints. Secondly, we consider the amount of detailed control 
over the style of the motion to be important.  
The constraints optimization method, we argue, is least suited for 
this purpose as the solutions are based on a set of predefined 
constraints and so are not dynamic. The constraints acting on the 
character model may be constantly changing depending on the 
current context of the environment. So application of this method 
would require continued searching for solutions as the constraints 
changed. Due to the high costs of these searches we do not believe 
this would be a viable solution. Additionally, artistic control of 
the motion may be difficult to obtain through the definition of 
optimization functions. 
Each of the three controller-based methods can be considered 
dynamic in that they are capable of incorporating methods for 
reacting to input from external forces and constraints. This leaves 
the question of how much artistic control over the style of motion 
is allowed by these methods.  
Both the finite-state machine and neural network controllers 
require some procedural definition of the desired motion. The 
motion style of the neural network controllers is defined by the 
fitness function used during training. Like the function used in the 
constraint optimization method, precise style control may be 
difficult to achieve. The procedural definition of the finite-state 
machine controllers is different to that of other animation 
authoring and development methods. We argue that the animation 
artist may find authoring animations through this procedural 
definition challenging.  
The motion-based controller method seems to be the most 
promising, as it allows for the animation to be defined using 
existing and well developed tools, tools which provide the 
animation artist with the level of control they are accustomed to.  
4. PROPOSED WORK 
In our work we aim to create variations in the character’s 
movement style by modifying the underlying physical & 
physiological properties of the model and its actuators. Several 
existing examples can be found which demonstrate this concept. 
Komura and colleagues [12] applied an adult walking motion to a 
model of a child with different segment properties and weaker 
muscle strengths. This resulted in a new and unique walking 
motion. Their later work [13] demonstrated the effects of fatigue 
and injury. The modelling of tension and relaxation of the muscles 
was used by Neff & Fiume [17] to stylize motions, citing previous 
usage in traditional animation. Hase & colleagues [7] developed 
controllers for walking and running and demonstrated variations 
by using several physical models. The key difference between 
these existing methods and our proposed work is that we seek to 
develop a motion-based controller which is able to demonstrate 
the results of these modifications in real-time. 
Other work, worth mentioning, is that of Hodgins and colleagues 
[8] who adapted several controllers for use with varied physical 
models. Their method modified the motor parameters, which were 
tuned for the original model, to those required by the new model. 
This process involved using a set of scaling rules and a 
computationally expensive search method for final tuning. 
However, the more recent work of Allen and colleagues [1] 
demonstrated that the tuning of the motor parameters to a specific 
model is not required as they can be calculated accurately in real-
time.  
To achieve the aim of modifying the movement style we look to 
develop a more muscle-based motor controller. This motor 
controller must still be capable of accurately tracking a specified 
motion, but will take additional parameters. These parameters will 
act as constraints on the motor’s function creating variation to the 
original motion. The Hill’s muscle model (used by Komura et al. 
[12]) and that of the antagonistic model [17] may serve as a good 
basis for this motor controller. 
The aims of the final system will be to provide the animation artist 
with a toolset to create unique and expressive variations to 
existing motions. This toolset will allow for the modification of 
these motor-function parameters (and other physical properties), 
and will demonstrate the effects of these changes in real-time.  
The effects of injury, fatigue, slow or weak muscle response, 
tension and movement exaggeration are some of the areas we look 
to explore through this work. 
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